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Core vocabulary, borrowability, and entrenchment: 

A usage-based onomasiological approach 

Abstract 

It is often claimed in contact linguistics that core vocabulary is highly resistant to borrowing. If we want to test that claim in 

a quantitative way, we will need both a quantitative measure of coreness and a method for quantifying borrowability. In 

this paper, we suggest a usage-based operationalization of coreness in terms of entrenchment, and of borrowability in 

terms of onomasiological success. Applying these measures in a corpus-based study on the use of English person reference 

nouns in Dutch, we show by means of a multivariate statistical analyses that there indeed exist clear indications of an 

inversely proportional relationship between the success of the English nouns and the degree of coreness/entrenchment of 

the concept lexicalized by the loanwords. 
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1 Introduction 

A traditional claim in contact linguistics holds that CORE VOCABULARY IS HIGHLY RESISTANT TO BORROWING (e.g. 

Swadesh 1952, 1956; Embleton 1986; McMahon 1994: 204; Hock & Joseph 1996: 257). This thesis is mostly 

applied to historical-comparative data, but with the advent of large text corpora, new perspectives open up: 

can we put the claim to an empirical test when we make full use of the currently available corpus-linguistic 

materials and tools? In this paper, we provide evidence that such a corpus-linguistic test indeed supports the 

hypothesis. The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we summarize the most 

important applications of core vocabulary in applied linguistics and comparative historical linguistics. Next, we 

present two crucially different interpretations of the statement that core vocabulary is highly resistant to 

borrowing. In Section 2 of this paper, the main ingredients for a usage-based approach to testing the statement 

empirically are introduced. In Section 3, we present a case-study on the use of English loanwords in Dutch to 

illustrate the proposed method. In the final section, we formulate our main conclusions and we indicate how 

the current study is a first introduction to and not the ultimate application of the presented method: more 

specifically, we will discuss how our methods, which rely on well-documented languages and sizeable text 

corpora, cannot be extrapolated straightforwardly to the type of data traditionally used in comparative 
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historical linguistics. As such, this paper serves primarily as a proof of concept: we will show that our 

quantitative, usage-based approach is highly promising for richly documented contact situations, but we do not 

claim that it can be applied across the board in all situations where the borrowability/coreness hypothesis is 

deemed relevant. 

Most prominently, the notion of core vocabulary has proven relevant in applied linguistics and comparative 

historical linguistics. In APPLIED LINGUISTICS, lists of core vocabulary are mainly used in lexicography, as basic 

building blocks for writing clear and uncomplicated definitions of words (e.g. Hornby 1995; and compare 

Wierzbicka 1972's Natural Semantic Metalanguage), and in language teaching, representing those words most 

crucial for beginning language learners (e.g. Carter 1987; Bolton 1988; Hyland & Tse 2007 and examples as 

early as Shambaugh & Shambaugh 1929). For these approaches, the etymological origin of core vocabulary is 

no real issue. In contrast, the belief that core vocabulary is resistant to borrowing is quite crucial for 

COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS, where lists of core vocabulary are used in glottochronology and 

lexicostatistics. For glottochronology, a branch of historical linguistics (abandoned by researchers in the past 

decades) that assesses the rate of change in core vocabulary in order "to estimate the time at which languages 

diverged with the implicit assumption that vocabularies change at a constant average rate" (Petroni & Serva 

2011: 53) (Heggarty 2010), borrowing can lead to wrong estimations of time depths (Hymes 1960:9). In 

lexicostatistics, where core vocabulary forms the basis of establishing genealogical relationships between 

languages (e.g. Swadesh 1952,1956; Dyen 1965; Holman et al. 2008), borrowed core vocabulary can cause false 

positives (e.g. when two unrelated languages have both borrowed a substantial part of their core vocabulary 

from the same donor language) or false negatives (e.g. when only one of two related languages has a large 

proportion of borrowed core vocabulary). 

But although the resistance of core vocabulary to borrowing is quite important in comparative historical 

linguistics, the exact interpretation of the statement is not always clear (Tadmor et al. 2010: 227). Specifically, 

two crucially different readings are possible. On the one hand, reading the statement as an ANALYTIC 

PROPOSITION, resistance to borrowing is considered the defining feature of core vocabulary: when finding those 

items most resistant to borrowing, the core vocabulary is identified (see Borland 1982: 315). The initial claim 

then necessarily holds true: core vocabulary is eo ipso resistant to borrowing. On the other hand, the 

statement can be read as a SYNTHETIC PROPOSITION, meaning that "coreness" is defined independently from 

resistance to borrowing, most typically as the most stable, universal, semantically general and/or frequent 
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vocabulary items (such as body parts, motion verbs, small numerals or basic color terms) (see Swadesh 1952: 

228; Dyen 1965; Dixon 1971: 441; Carter 1987; Backus 2001; Lee 2001; Greenhill et al. 2008; Haspelmath 2008; 

Skybina & Galutskikh 2009: 297). In this reading, resistance to borrowing is a property and not a defining 

characteristic of core vocabulary (see e.g. Fischer 1961, Embleton 1986; Greenhill et al. 2008): the truth behind 

the statement should not be taken for granted, and empirical analyses are needed to verify just how resistant 

to borrowing core vocabulary is. Although this synthetic interpretation of the statement is most popular, 

quantitative accounts verifying its validity are relatively rare (but see e.g. Swadesh 1956 in Hymes 1960; Yeon-

Ju & Sagart 2008; Fuster Marquez & Pennock Speck 2008; Bowern et al. 2011). 

When, as we intend to do in this paper, we want to quantitatively test the claim, we need a continuous 

operationalization of coreness, a continuous operationalization of resistance to borrowing, and the use of 

inferential statistics to measure the link between both. In the next section of this paper, we discuss our 

approach to each of these aspects in some more detail. 

2 Towards a usage-based approach to the borrowability of core vocabulary 

As noted above, when testing the borrowability/coreness hypothesis we need to do three things: identify core 

vocabulary, define resistance to borrowing and establish the link between both. In this section, the benefits of 

a USAGE-BASED APPROACH to these tasks are described. More specifically, attaching substantial importance to "the 

actual use of the linguistic system and a speaker's knowledge of this use" (Langacker 1987: 494, and see Evans, 

Bergen & Zinken 2007: 22), we link coreness to the notion of entrenchment (a continuous concept linked to 

frequency of activation); we introduce an onomasiological approach to measuring resistance to borrowing (a 

fine-grained measure that takes lexical variation and token frequency into account); and we insist on the use of 

inferential statistics to assess the relative importance of coreness in explaining variation in borrowability. 

2.1 Defining coreness: Entrenchment 

The first crucial part of our method consists of linking the concept of "core vocabulary" to the Cognitive 

Linguistic notion of “entrenchment”. Entrenchment concerns the degree of automization and mental 

routinization of a cognitive unit that results from repeated exposure to that unit (Langacker 1987: 57-59; 

Schmid 2007: 119; Rohde et al. 1999). More frequently activated concepts and structures have higher degrees 

of entrenchment: they have more "robust long term memory representations" and are stored more firmly in 
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our cognitive apparatus (Caldwell-Harris & Morris 2008: 1064). As such, entrenchment captures the most 

frequently provided definitions of “coreness” (i.e. frequency, universality, and semantic generality; cf. supra) 

quite well. The conceptual LINK BETWEEN ENTRENCHMENT AND CORENESS becomes even clearer when considering the 

statement that "well-entrenched structures can inhibit or even block the adoption of novel structures" (Schmid 

2007: 121 on Langacker 1991: 162). 

 However, for practical reasons core vocabulary has so far primarily been operationalized in a dichotomous 

way (in the form of lists of core items such as the Swadesh list), whereas entrenchment is an EXPLICITLY 

CONTINUOUS NOTION: there is a "continuous scale of entrenchment in cognitive organization" (Langacker 1987: 

59). Adopting such an explicitly continuous approach to coreness has already been advocated by Hymes (1960: 

5/11), who emphasizes the lack of a sharp dividing line between core and non-core items. Moreover, even 

when such a dividing line would exist and a well-defined class of core items could be defined objectively, he 

insists that we could still not expect “each item of any finite list to be basic in every respect” (Hymes 1960: 11; 

and see Carter 1987: 33 and Backus 1996: 121 for similar comments). An important benefit of linking coreness 

to entrenchment is thus that it explicitly invites researchers to assign an index of coreness to every item they 

wish to study, instead of restricting the focus to an either/or-classification. A second important benefit is that 

entrenchment is an EXPLICITLY CONCEPTUAL NOTION: it is not "real-world entities themselves that get entrenched 

but possible concepts of entities" (Schmid 2007: 120). This is particularly insightful given that, despite what the 

terminology suggests, existing lists of core vocabulary are in fact lists of core meanings/concepts, not of core 

lexemes (Haspelmath 2008; Haspelmath & Tadmor 2009: 5). 

Despite these two important benefits of relying on entrenchment, one important drawback concerns 

existing OPERATIONALIZATIONS of the notion. Given the link between frequency of activation and entrenchment of 

a unit, entrenchment is typically measured by means of corpus-based token frequencies (e.g. Bybee & Slobin 

1982). Although such corpus frequencies are a very useful approach to measuring entrenchment, two points of 

caution should be raised. First, as will be explained in more detail when we describe our case study, relying on 

raw frequencies causes some methodological problems (cf. also Schmid 2010) and it is better to work with 

concept frequency instead of lexeme frequency. Second and more importantly, corpus frequencies only 

capture one type of entrenchment, i.e. communicative entrenchment: the more people talk about a given 

concept, the more entrenched it becomes in our cognitive apparatus. However, concepts can also be activated 

perceptually: the more one comes in contact with a concept in one's daily activities, the more entrenched it 
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becomes. We will refer to this as experiential entrenchment. The non-coincidence of experiential frequency and 

communicative frequency is sometimes referred to as the “toothbrush problem”: people use toothbrushes 

every day, but still, the corpus frequency of toothbrush is relatively low. Given this non-coincidence, the two 

types of activation do not necessarily correlate, and hence, they need to be operationalized separately. 

Specifically, as concerns communicative entrenchment, we will rely on the Cognitive Linguistic link between 

corpus frequencies and entrenchment. For experiential entrenchment, we propose the age of the concept at 

the time the loanword is introduced in the receptor language as a first operationalization of the factor. The 

reasoning is that the longer a concept has been around in the receptor language, the harder it will be for the 

loanword to become entrenched in the receptor language vocabulary. More details on the practicalities of 

measuring corpus frequencies and concept age will be discussed in Section 3. 

2.2 Measuring resistance to borrowing: Onomasiological variation 

A second task in testing the claim that core vocabulary is resistant to borrowing is creating a continuous 

operationalization of resistance to borrowing. Before defining such a measure, we need to be clear as to WHAT 

“RESISTANCE TO BORROWING” MEANS. At least three different interpretations are possible. First, resistance to 

borrowing can mean resistance to replacement of the original, native lexicalization of a concept by a borrowed 

form: it is unlikely for core meanings to be lexicalized only by a borrowed lexeme (e.g. Yeon-Lu & Sagart 2008). 

In the second interpretation, resistance to coexistence with a borrowed form (see Haspelmath 2009: 49), it is 

not only unlikely that a borrowed form replaces the original native form, but it is also deemed unlikely that 

lexical variation occurs, i.e. that both a native and a borrowed form are used to lexicalize a core concept. A 

third interpretation, resistance to coexistence with successful borrowed alternatives, includes frequency 

information. It is not per se deemed unlikely for a borrowed and an original native form to coexist, but it is 

unlikely that the borrowed form is the more popular of these lexicalizations: "the words of foreign origin might 

simply appear as minor alternatives (...), but never become the first choice of most native speakers" (Fischer 

1961: 263). So far, historical comparative linguistics has largely followed the first interpretation. However, 

competing lexicalizations are far from rare, even for core concepts. For example, Fischer (1961: 262-263) 

stresses that he finds variation in the lexicalization of core meanings when consulting only three native 

speakers and Hymes (1960) discusses 22 core concepts for which Classical Arabic has more than one 
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lexicalization. Nevertheless, in-depth attention for competition between native and borrowed lexicalizations of 

core meanings is currently virtually absent. 

Such attention for lexical competition (i.e. onomasiological variation) can be found in Cognitive Linguistics, 

and mainly in Geeraerts et al. (1994), Geeraerts (1997) and Speelman et al. (2003). This line of work introduced 

the PROFILE-BASED METHOD OF ONOMASIOLOGICAL VARIATION, which entails verifying and quantifying which lexical 

expressions are used to name a particular concept. More precisely, the approach includes creating a so-called 

onomasiological profile for a concept, which “in a particular source is the set of synonymous names for that 

concept in that particular source, differentiated by relative frequency” (Geeraerts 2010: 831). For example, 

assume that in a fictional Dutch corpus the concept KEEPER
1
 ("someone guarding the goalpost in a game of 

sports") is expressed by the anglicisms keeper and goalie and by the native alternatives doelman en 

doelwachter. In the corpus, keeper occurs 1360 times, goalie 170 times, doelman 3400 times and doelwachter 

270 times. The onomasiological profile is then <keeper: 26.2%; goalie: 3.3%; doelman: 65.4%; doelwachter: 

5.1%>. 

lexicalizations for KEEPER token frequency relative frequency 

keeper 1360 1360/(1360+170+3400+270) = 0.262 

goalie 170 170/(1360+170+3400+270) = 0.033 

doelman 3400 3400/(1360+170+3400+270) = 0.654 

doelwachter 270 270/(1360+170+3400+270) = 0.051 

Table 1 - onomasiological profile for the concept KEEPER 

There are two ways in which this method can be adopted to measure resistance to borrowing. In a first 

approach, the CONCEPT is taken AS THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT: for every concept, a composite score is calculated 

that aggregates over all borrowed lexicalizations. In the example, the two borrowed forms keeper and goalie 

are used 1530 times in total, putting the percentage of borrowed forms at 29.4% (1530/5200). Where this 

percentage reflects the openness of a concept to borrowing, resistance to borrowing can be expressed as the 

relative frequency with which the concept is lexicalized by original native forms (i.e. 100% - 29.4%, or 70.6%). 

The main benefit of this approach is that it is applicable to all concepts, including those that do not have any 

borrowed lexicalizations (where resistance to borrowing is 100%). The main drawback is that information on 

the success of individual loanwords is obscured: the striking difference between keeper and goalie is not 

reflected by the measurement.  

                                                                 
1
 Concepts are presented in small caps, and lexemes in italics. 
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This is resolved in the second approach, where LOANWORDS are taken AS THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT: the focus 

lies on explaining variation in the success of individual borrowed forms. This is possible for different 

lexicalizations of one concept (e.g. trying to explain why keeper is more successful than goalie), but it is even 

more meaningful to compare loanwords across concepts (e.g. keeper versus other borrowed football 

terminology such as off-side or corner). The advantage of this approach is that specific characteristics of the 

loanwords can be taken into account when trying to explain variation in their success rates (e.g. donor 

language, age of the loanword in the recipient language etc.) (cf. Zenner et al. 2012), additional to the features 

of the concept lexicalized by the loanword (such as its degree of coreness/entrenchment). A disadvantage is 

that the approach is restricted to borrowed forms: no measure can be provided for concepts that are only 

expressed by native forms (in which case there simply is no loanword to study). 

Overall, there are three main BENEFITS to adopting the profile-based method to measure resistance to 

borrowing. First, it allows us to take lexical variation into account and to measure resistance to successful 

coexistence of core vocabulary, which provides an interesting addition to existing approaches. Second, the 

method can be assigned to concepts or to individual lexemes. Third, relative frequencies are methodologically 

more reliable than raw frequencies, as the latter help neutralize the effect of topic specificity in corpora (cf. 

Speelman et al. 2003 and Zenner et al. 2012). However, given the generally low frequency of content words, 

one important DRAWBACK of the method is that it requires large corpora. 

2.3 Establishing the link between coreness and resistance to borrowing: Inferential statistics 

One of the core beliefs of the usage-based approach is that statements on how language works should be 

based on how language is actually used: testing whether core vocabulary is resistant to borrowing should be 

done empirically. Two comments need to be made. First, in existing empirical tests that rely on lists of core 

vocabulary (e.g. the Swadesh 100-list), researchers face the task of defining a gold standard: how unlikely 

should borrowing of core vocabulary be or, put differently, what is the maximal acceptable percentage of 

borrowed core forms for the statement that core vocabulary is resistant to borrowing to hold true (e.g. 

Starostin 1995)? While it is unclear whether such an upper limit can be determined in a non-arbitrary way, the 

difficulty disappears when we take a continuous approach to coreness and resistance to borrowing: in this 

case, researchers only have to verify whether resistance to borrowing increases proportionally to the degree of 

coreness. Our usage-based definition of coreness in terms of entrenchment and of resistance to borrowing in 
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terms of onomasiological success make such an approach possible. However, when adopting such continuous 

measures, QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES are unavoidable: enumerating borrowed lexicalizations for items on the 

Swadesh list (e.g. Haarmann 1990) does not serve as sufficient counterevidence. 

As a second point, it is important to assess the relative importance of the coreness of a concept in 

explaining its resistance (or openness) to borrowability compared to other potentially relevant features, such 

as part of speech or semantic field: resistance to borrowing could be due to a number of factors, so how do we 

assess the specific impact of coreness? The most empirically sound way to conduct such comparisons is by 

including different predictors of borrowability in one MULTIFACTORIAL INFERENTIAL STATISTICAL MODEL. As will be 

discussed in more detail below, mixed effect linear regression modeling is particularly useful to establish these 

relations: this type of modeling not only allows us to take the combined effect of the various parameters into 

account, but also enables us to factor out noise due to individual differences between the loanwords under 

scrutiny. 

3 The use of English person reference nouns in Dutch 

Below, we present a case study meant as a first illustration of the usage-based method introduced above. 

When aiming to determine the strength of association between resistance to borrowing and 

coreness/entrenchment, we can either calculate a borrowability index per concept or per loanword. Our case 

study follows the latter approach. The question then is whether success of borrowed forms is inversely 

proportional to the degree of coreness/entrenchment of the concept they lexicalize, and what the relative 

importance of coreness is when compared to other possibly influential characteristics of the loanword and of 

the concept it expresses. Specifically, we investigated variation in the success of 129 English person reference 

nouns (i.e. common nouns used to designate people such as manager, friend) in two large Dutch newspaper 

corpora. Four methodological steps were taken: first, we calculated the success rates of the loanwords by 

means of the profile-based measure of onomasiological variation. Second, we defined a set of lectal, linguistic 

and stylistic features that possibly influence borrowability. Third, an index of coreness/entrenchment was 

assigned to the concepts lexicalized by the loanwords. Finally, inferential statistics were used to assess the 

strength of association between the success of the anglicisms and the independent variables. 
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3.1 Calculating success rates 

To calculate the success rates of the anglicisms, we need a Dutch corpus, a set of English person reference 

nouns and all alternative lexicalizations for the concepts expressed by these anglicisms occurring in Dutch. We 

briefly discuss each of these elements below (cf. Zenner et al. 2012 for more details). 

3.1.1 Corpus data 

Our analyses rely on two lemmatized and syntactically parsed newspaper CORPORA, one for each of the two 

main national varieties of Dutch. The Leuven Nieuws Corpus contains all national Belgian Dutch daily 

newspapers printed between 1999 and 2005. The Twente Nieuws Corpus consists of all national Netherlandic 

Dutch dailies printed between 1999 and 2002 (cf. Table 2). Together, the corpora comprise over one billion 

words. 

paper country register circulation 

Het Laatste Nieuws (HLN) Belgium lower 370,000 

Belang Van Limburg (BL) Belgium lower 100,000 

Nieuwsblad (NB) Belgium lower 260,000 

De Morgen (DM) Belgium higher 71,000 

De Standaard (DS) Belgium higher 102,000 

De Tijd (DT) Belgium higher 46,000 

Algemeen Dagblad (AD) the Netherlands lower 477,000 

Het Parool (PAR) the Netherlands lower 87,000 

Volkskrant (VK) the Netherlands higher 305,000 

NRC Handelsblad (NRC) the Netherlands higher 210,000 

Trouw (TROUW) the Netherlands higher 9,4000 

Table 2 – newspapers in the corpus 

 There are two benefits to newspaper data. First, as was mentioned above, quantifying the success of 

loanwords requires large corpora because of the low frequency of content words (cf. Geeraerts 2010). Contrary 

to spoken data, newspaper data can be collected quite easily on a large scale. Second, as newspaper articles 

usually only contain words the readers are supposed to know, newspaper language is still quite representative 

of general language use. Nevertheless, newspaper language does not allow us to study spontaneous language. 

Consequently, the impact of register on the success of loanwords and the degree of entrenchment/coreness of 

the concepts they lexicalize can hardly be studied (though, as will be discussed below, it is possible to contrast 
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high-quality newspapers with tabloid-like newspapers
2
). Finally, newspaper language is quite far away from the 

data typically used in existing research on core vocabulary. Consequently, follow-up research is needed to 

verify how the methods presented here can be applied to corpora that are notably smaller but more 

representative of spontaneous language use. 

3.1.2 Source language material 

Instead of studying loanwords sampled from a variety of different donor languages, we restrict our focus to 

English LOANWORDS, and zoom in on person reference nouns: these nouns are semantically similar enough to be 

compared, but exhibit enough variation to test our hypotheses. Although the profile-based method can also be 

applied to etymologically vague cases such as loan translations (e.g. kettingroker for chain smoker), highly 

adapted loanwords (e.g. cameraman) or neoclassical forms coined in English (e.g. animator), we restrict our 

search to English loanwords that are still recognizably English to native speakers of Dutch (Onysko 2007:10). 

The main advantage of this restriction is that the anglicisms can be retrieved automatically: we extracted a 

preliminary list of anglicisms by automatically matching all hyponyms of person found in English WordNet with 

the token frequency list of the Dutch corpora. This list was complemented with nouns found through a search 

of the electronic version of the main Dutch descriptive dictionary (Van Dale) and of the online database 2400x 

Liever Nederlands ("Dutch preferred 2400 times") (Koops et al. 2009). Proper nouns (Russian), collectives 

(family), multi-word units (the bad guy) and items with unclear etymology (e.g. deviationist, borrowed from 

English or French) were excluded from the dataset
3
. Next, we provided a semantic description of the English 

noun, based on Dutch dictionaries and random corpus-samples for 250 tokens per lexeme. The meaning of the 

nouns is thus described for the receptor language, not the source language: some differences with the original 

source language meaning of the loanwords can occur. Then, we assigned a tag to every anglicism to indicate its 

degree of semantic ambiguity (monosemy, polysemy, homonymy). Polysemous and homonymous items were 

disambiguated at a later stage (cf. infra). 

                                                                 
2
 none of the Flemish or Dutch dailies can truly be classified as tabloids (in the tradition of the British The Sun). Nevertheless, based on the 

topics discussed and on the education level of the readers, a distinction can be made between high-quality papers and tabloid-like papers. 
3
 Excluding multi-word units is a practical necessity in the large-scale semi-automatic approach presented here. For full content words like 

person reference nouns this does not cause too much loss of information, but usage-based accounts of the borrowability of more 

grammatical structures should pay attention to multi-word units and constructions (cf. Doğruöz & Backus 2009). 
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3.1.3 Receptor language alternatives 

As our profile-based method includes frequency information on alternative lexicalizations for anglicisms, a next 

step is to look for SYNONYMOUS EXPRESSIONS for the English nouns occurring in Dutch. As true synonymy hardly 

exists in natural language, we aimed for maximal similarity instead of absolute semantic identity. In practice, 

we first drafted an inventory of all possible equivalents of the English lexemes. This inventory contains the 

synonyms and the synonyms of synonyms listed for the anglicisms in general descriptive dictionaries (mainly 

Van Dale 2008 for Dutch and OED and Collin’s Cobuild for English), thesauri (English WordNet and Van Dale 

groot synoniemenwoordenboek) and in English-Dutch translation dictionaries. Next, we trimmed down this list 

based on notable differences between the lexicalizations (Edmonds & Hirst 2002). 

concept description English PRN alternatives 

WISEGUY someone who you find annoying because he/she behaves as 

if he or she knows everything  

wiseguy betweter, wijsneus, pedant 

FREAK[WEIRD] someone who has a hard time fitting in because of his 

abnormal behavior 

freak, weirdo zonderling, excentriekeling 

BACKPACKER someone who likes to travel from place to place on a low 

budget, typically with a backpack 

backpacker Rugzakker, rugzaktoerist 

HACKER someone who illegally breaks into computer systems hacker computerkraker 

MERCHANDISER someone studying the market and consumers in order to 

improve turnover and production 

merchandiser verkoopadviseur, verkoopstrateeg 

JOBHOPPER someone who changes jobs very frequently jobhopper / 

CHEERLEADER someone who leads cheering at a sports event cheerleader / 

Table 3 - examples of profiles 

First, we only included items whose DENOTATIONAL meaning is maximally equivalent to that of the anglicism, 

relying on dictionary definitions, encyclopedic information and manual analyses of random samples of 250 

corpus examples per lexeme. For example, we deleted gebruiker ‘user’ from the list of synonyms of junkie, as 

gebruiker is a hyperonym rather than a synonym. Note that the meanings of the terms are unavoidably more 

complex than the brief semantic description in Table 3 captures: the number of lexemes and observations 

included in our study make it practically impossible to provide a highly detailed semantic analysis for each 

token of each lexeme. This forms a notable shortcoming of the profile-based method, but our focus on highly 

specific content words severely reduces the risk of creating unreliable profiles. In contrast, when turning to 

semantically more vague items (such as adjectives or verbs), the study of onomasiological variation 
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unavoidably has to be preceded by detailed semantic analyses of the alleged synonyms (e.g. English cool versus 

Dutch leuk). 

Second, we required the items to have equivalent EXPRESSIVE meanings: the speaker's attitude towards the 

person referred to needs to be comparable. For example, though the denotational meaning of Dutch homo and 

English fag is the same, the former is a more neutral term whereas the latter has strong negative connotations. 

Consequently, homo was not retained for the analyses. Next, STYLISTIC differences between the lexemes were 

also taken into account, but this step was taken a posteriori instead of a priori: in analyzing the data, we will 

verify whether the success rates of the anglicisms in our dataset are subject to register variation (cf. infra). 

Finally, differences at the STRUCTURAL level (combinatorial preferences of the lexemes) were not considered.  

(1) De flats werden door de eigenaars tot in het oneindige toe herverdeeld in piepkleine hokjes, voor de (verplicht) alles 

accepterende backpacker (BL-2000/11/03) 

The owners endlessly re-divided the flats into tiny cubicles, for the (forcedly) all-accepting backpacker. 

(2) De eerste klappen van de oorlogsdreiging vielen natuurlijk in de toeristensector, en hoteleigenaren in Paharganj , de wijk 

waar iedere zichzelf respecterende rugzakker een paar dagen verblijft, klagen steen en been. (VK-2002/06/28) 

The first strikes of the threat of war naturally occurred in the tourist area, and hotel owners in Pahargani, the district 

where every self-respecting backpacker spends a couple of days, are complaining night and day. 

(3) ‘Het probleem met Monaco’, heeft Sam (24), rugzaktoerist uit Toronto,ondervonden, “is niet dat de dingen duurder 

zouden zijn dan elders. Het probleem is dat hier geen zak te beleven valt.” (DM-2005/04/30). 

 Sam (24), backpacker from Toronto, experienced that “the problem with Monaco is not that things are more expensive 

there than elsewhere. The problem is that there’s absolutely nothing to do there.” 

Examples of profiles can be found in Table 3, and examples 1 to 3 present corpus extracts for the lexicalizations 

of BACKPACKER. As can be seen in the table, none of the concepts in our study are truly part of core vocabulary as 

it is traditionally defined. In part, this is what we aim to illustrate: our method is generic, and can be used to 

assign an index of coreness to any concept. 

3.1.4 Measuring success 

A final step in calculating the success rates for the anglicisms is RETRIEVING TOKEN COUNTS for the anglicisms and 

the alternative lexicalizations. We used Python-scripts (Lutz 2007) to automatically extract all tokens from the 

corpus. Next, proper nouns were automatically excluded from the database by means of an algorithm based on 

capitalization and sentence position. Furthermore, lexicalized compounds (e.g. management consultant) were 

excluded by relying on the compounds listed in English WordNet. Next, all English nouns that occurred in 
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codeswitches were deleted by means of a language guesser. The algorithm identified those loans that were 

accompanied by two or more of a list of 216 grammatical English words (based on Quirk et al. 1985) in a 

context window of three words to the left and right of the loan (e.g. did, what, are, you in example 4). Overall, 

English-Dutch codeswitching is very rare in the corpus. 

(4) Gisteren stond er in de massa opeens een punker naast mij. Met hanenkam en al. Toen dacht ik wel: “Huh, weirdo, what 

are you doing here?” (NB-2005/08/21) 

Yesterday there suddenly appeared a punker next to me in the crowd. Full-blown with Mohawk. Then I did think: “Huh, 

weirdo, what are you doing here?” 

Finally, polysemous and homonymous items were disambiguated. Lexemes with less than 3,500 tokens were 

disambiguated manually. Semi-automatic disambiguation based on context cues was performed for lexemes 

with a higher token frequency. For example, Dutch beer (n = 11,548) either refers to a big mammal with long 

fur and strong claws (‘bear’), to a pessimistic stock market investor (‘bear’) or to a male pig (‘boar’). Naturally, 

we are only interested in the second (least frequent) meaning: 

(5) Blijkt dat de beer in de beursarena niet zomaar de fakkel overdraagt aan zijn opponent de stier. Beleggers zijn blij 

gemaakt met een dode mus, of, volgens beursjargon, een dode kat. (VK-2001/03/29) 

Apparently the bear won’t just leave things to his opponent, the bull, in the stockmarket bull ring. Investors have been 

made happy with a dead sparrow, or, in the stock market jargon, a dead cat. 

Using a set of context words, 6,958 of the 11,547 occurrences of beer (60%) were excluded automatically. 

These included idiomatic expressions (such as het vel van de beer ‘the bear’s skin’) and cases with clear cues for 

the wild animal reading (e.g. dier ‘animal’ or zoo ‘zoo’), for the boar-reading of beer (e.g. varken ‘pig’ or big 

‘piglet’) and for the English word beer (e.g. good, Belgian, Flemish). The remaining 4,598 cases were 

disambiguated manually. In total, beer occurred in the correct meaning in 148 cases. For other polysemous 

items (e.g. vormgever, an alternative for designer) the precision of this semi-automatic disambiguation 

algorithm was not satisfying, and the entire concept was deleted from the analyses. 

subcorpus     frequency backpacker concept frequency success rate backpacker (%) 

Belgian Dutch 1999-2002 lower register 20 192 10.41% 

Belgian Dutch 1999-2002 higher register 48 217 22.12% 

Belgian Dutch 2003-2005 lower register 28 185 15.15% 

Belgian Dutch 2003-2005 higher register 75 198 37.88% 

Netherlandic Dutch 1999-2002 lower register 131 283 46.29% 
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Netherlandic Dutch 1999-2002 higher register 123 291 42.27% 

Table 4 - six measuring points for backpacker 

 The resulting database consists of 129 concepts expressed by 358 lexemes, 149 of which are English. For 

each of the 149 English lexemes, success rates are calculated based on the retrieved frequency information. In 

order to study lectal variation (i.e. register variation, national variation and diachronic variation), we worked 

with six measuring points per anglicism: one for each of six subcorpora in our corpus. These subcorpora are 

listed in Table 4. To ensure reliability of the retrieved success rates, measuring points relying on ten or less 

observations were not considered for the analyses. 

3.2 Lectal, linguistic and stylistic predictors of borrowability 

Our main interest is determining to what extent variation in the success rates of the English loanwords can be 

explained by the level of coreness/entrenchment of the lexicalized concept. As an important part of our study 

is assessing the relative importance of coreness/entrenchment on borrowability, we also introduce a set of 

lectal, linguistic and stylistic predictors. 

First, we want to measure the effect of THE DEGREE OF LEXICAL COMPETITION AT THE TIME OF BORROWING by 

verifying how many lexicalizations exist for the concept at the time the loanword is introduced in Dutch. To this 

end, we date all lexicalizations of the concept, relying on information from over fifty different lexicographical 

sources (Appendix B). The most reliable group of consulted sources provides dates of first use. As not all 

anglicisms have an entry in these sources, we also checked all editions of a set of authoritative Dutch 

dictionaries, relying on the year of publication of the first edition in which the loanword appears. However, 

older descriptive dictionaries tend to have purist entry policies, and younger descriptive dictionaries only 

include words once they reach a certain degree of entrenchment in Dutch. To factor in this possible time lag in 

the first entry dates of words in these dictionaries versus their actual first occurrence, we also selected 

prescriptive style guides, neologism dictionaries and loanword dictionaries, which typically also include (new) 

foreign words. 

lexicalisations for BULL introduced in Dutch in 

haussier 1864 

bull 1914 

stier 1976 

Table 5 – aging information for the lexicalizations of the concept BULL 
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Based on this ageing procedure, we can distinguish between three scenarios: (1) no lexical competition at the 

time of borrowing (e.g. workaholic, borrowed in 1984 as the first lexicalization for WORKAHOLIC, with the 

alternatives werkverslaafde en arbeidsmaniak introduced in 1995 and 2000 respectively); (2) one existing 

lexicalization at the time of borrowing (e.g. BULL ‘an optimistic stock market investor who expects prices to rise’; 

Table 5); (3) more than one alternative at the time of borrowing (e.g. WISEGUY, lexicalized in 1600 with betweter, 

in 1644 with pedant, in 1670 with wijsneus and only in 1978 with the English loanword wiseguy). Two 

conflicting hypotheses can be put forward concerning this parameter. First, we could expect less success for 

anglicisms that have to compete with a larger number of alternatives. On the other hand, concepts prone to 

lexical variation might exhibit characteristics that make it easier for new alternatives to become worthy 

competitors of existing lexicalizations (e.g. vagueness, taboo or euphemism) (Geeraerts & Speelman 2010). 

 Second, related to taboo and euphemism, we study the impact of CONCEPT NEUTRALITY. Carter (1987: 183) 

claims that core concepts are typically neutral: hence, we expect loanwords expressing more neutral concepts 

to be less successful than loanwords expressing less neutral concepts. In our dataset, we consider concepts 

designating people disliked by the speaker (FREAK_WEIRDO, FAG) or people performing illegal activities (PIMP, 

PICKPOCKET) as non-neutral. All other concepts are considered neutral. 

 Third, we take the AGE OF THE LOANWORD into consideration. Relying on the dating method described above, 

we calculate the age of the loanword in 1999-2005 (the period of our corpus). For example, hacker is 

considered 29 years old, as the dictionary-based method dates its introduction in Dutch back to 1985. Three 

age groups are defined: (1) younger than five years old (chicken, borrowed in 2000), (2) between five and 

twenty-five years old (hacker), (3) and older than twenty-five years old (pickpocket, borrowed in 1895). Overall, 

we expect age and success to be proportional: the older the loanword, the more successful it will be. The 

reasoning is straightforward: new words need time to settle in (Haspelmath 2009). 

Finally, we want to assess the impact of SPEECH ECONOMY (Chesley & Baayen 2010) by comparing the number 

of syllables of the anglicism with the number of syllables of the alternative lexicalizations. Our expectation is 

that anglicisms that are the shortest alternative (i.e. which have fewer syllables than the alternatives, e.g. 

bellboy vs. Dutch piccolo) will be more successful than anglicisms that are not (e.g. dandy vs. Dutch fat). 

 Additional to these four predictors, we study the effect of REGISTER, REGION and DIACHRONIC PERIOD of the 

measuring point in the corpus (Table 4). The main purpose is to find possible stylistic and lectal variation 

between the lexicalizations of a concept. As concerns register, we compare the success of the loanwords in 
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higher and lower register newspapers. For region, we compare the success of the loanwords in Belgian Dutch 

and Netherlandic Dutch. To assess the impact of the diachronic period, the success rates in 1999-2002 are 

compared with those in 2002-2005. We only conducted this comparison for the Belgian Dutch newspapers, as 

the Netherlandic Dutch newspapers have a smaller diachronic span. 

3.3 Operationalizing coreness/entrenchment 

Above, we discussed the theoretical benefits of thinking of coreness in terms of entrenchment. From a practical 

perspective, the challenge is now to operationalize entrenchment with attention for the fact that a concept’s 

entrenchment can increase in two ways, experientially or communicatively. 

 So far, only COMMUNICATIVE ENTRENCHMENT has been systematically studied in Cognitive Linguistics: given how 

"[t]he usage-based hypothesis assumes that there is a connection between the usage frequency of linguistic 

structures and their degree of cognitive routinization" (Arppe et al. 2010: 10), entrenchment has mainly been 

measured by counting the frequency of linguistic structures. We also rely on this link between frequency and 

entrenchment, but we take the FREQUENCY OF THE CONCEPT instead of the lexeme as starting point. The basic 

hypothesis is that the higher the concept frequency, the more people talk about the concept, the more 

entrenched/core it is, the less success the loanword will have. We define concept frequency as the sum of the 

frequencies of the different lexicalizations of the concept, measured in our present-day newspaper corpus. For 

example, the concept frequency of JUNK_DRUGS is 6779 (Table 6). For the statistical models, this number is 

logarithmically transformed
4
. 

lexicalizations for JUNKIE_DRUGS corpus frequency 

junk 3023 

junkie 1830 

drugsverslaafde 1926 

concept frequency 6779 

Table 6 - operationalizing communicative entrenchment: concept frequency 

Operationalizing EXPERIENTIAL ENTRENCHMENT is less straightforward. Although we would ideally rely on 

psycholinguistic experiments (e.g. reaction time tests) or longitudinal behavioral studies (e.g. in first language 

acquisition), practical constraints currently make this option unrealistic. Consequently, we for now suggest an 

approximation of experiential entrenchment based on the idea that the older a concept is at the time that a 

                                                                 
4
 This helps neutralize extremes and as such ensures a better fit for the model. 
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loanword is introduced, the more entrenched it is in the culture, and the harder it will consequently be for the 

loanword to become a successful lexicalization of the concept: we quantify experiential entrenchment by 

determining the AGE OF THE CONCEPT EXPRESSED BY THE LOANWORD AT THE TIME THE LOANWORD WAS INTRODUCED. In 

practice, concept age is equated with the AGE OF THE OLDEST LEXICALIZATION OF THE CONCEPT at the time the 

loanword is introduced in Dutch. For example, the concept BULL (Table 5) was first lexicalized around 1864 by 

the French loanword haussier. The English loanword bull was introduced in 1914, fifty years after haussier: we 

consider the concept BULL to have been fifty years old when bull was introduced in Dutch. Our hypothesis is 

that loanwords introduced for younger concepts (e.g. KEEPER, which was 3 years old when keeper was 

introduced) will be more successful than those introduced for older concepts (e.g. BULL). We define three age 

groups: (1) concepts under five years old (e.g. KEEPER), (2) concepts between five and one hundred years old 

(e.g. BULL) and (3) concepts over one hundred years old at the time the English noun is introduced in Dutch (e.g. 

LONER, 176 years old when loner is borrowed). 

Two important SHORTCOMINGS in using concept age as an approximation of experiential entrenchment need 

to be noted. First, older concepts will not always be (or remain) highly entrenched (e.g. YEOMAN, a concept from 

the Elizabethan era designating a free man cultivating his own land). Importantly, our measure of 

communicative entrenchment will reveal such divergence between concept age and entrenchment: the 

concept frequency of YEOMAN should be very low in our present-day corpus. 

  no alternative one alternative more than one alternative 

concept age: zero to five 69 7 1 

concept age: five to one hundred 0 22 8 

concept age: over one hundred 0 10 32 

Table 7 - association concept age and number of alternative lexicalizations at time of borrowing 

Second, a strong association exists between concept age and lexical competition (i.e. the number of 

alternative lexicalizations at the time of borrowing): to a certain extent, both measure the same underlying 

phenomenon (p for Chi-square <.00001, Cramer’s V 0.719
5
). This association is a direct consequence of how the 

variables are operationalized (Table 7): the age of the concept is equated with the age of the oldest 

lexicalization, which means that, if no alternative lexicalizations exist when the loanword is introduced in Dutch 

                                                                 
5
 Chi-square tests measure whether two variables are significantly associated, with p-values under 0.05 indicating significance. Cramer’s V 

captures the strength of association between two nominal variables, expressed in a value between zero and one that can be interpreted 

similar to Pearsons’s correlation for numerical data: zero means no association, one means complete association. 
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(e.g. workaholic, introduced as first lexicalization for WORKAHOLIC in 1984), the concept is by definition aged 

zero. 

Technically, this association poses difficulties, as both predictors cannot be included in the same statistical 

model. Theoretically, the association is however very interesting, as it reveals an important distinction between 

two types of loanwords. On the one hand, we find loanwords that fill a lexical gap (i.e. those occurring as first 

lexicalization), such as workaholic. On the other hand, we find loanwords introduced as alternative 

lexicalization for an already lexicalized concept, such as bull (Table 5). Based on these two classes of loanwords, 

a rough classification of experiential entrenchment can be provided: CONCEPT NOVELTY AT THE TIME THE LOANWORD 

WAS BORROWED. If the loanword fills a lexical gap (workaholic), the concept expressed is brand new and 

consequently minimally entrenched (i.e. “unentrenched”). In contrast, if the loanword is introduced as 

alternative lexicalization (e.g. bull), the concept will have some level of entrenchment. Loanwords from the first 

group have been referred to as “necessary anglicisms”, loanwords from the second as “luxury anglicisms” 

(Onysko & Winter-Froemel 2011).  

Naturally, we expect necessary loanwords to be more successful than luxury loanwords. Below, we verify 

whether this claim holds true, and to what extent the other variables can add to explaining variation in the 

success rates. In a second set of analyses, we focus exclusively on the luxury loanwords, as this is the group 

most typically studied in research on core vocabulary (where the focus lies on replacement scenarios). Before 

presenting the results, we briefly describe the analyses we conducted. 

3.4 Multivariate analyses 

In assessing the impact of the proposed predictors on the success rates of the anglicisms, two different models 

will be discussed. The first one captures the impact of the predictors on the entire dataset, with concept 

novelty and concept frequency as measures of entrenchment, and concept neutrality, anglicism age and 

speech economy as additional predictors. The second model zooms in on luxury anglicisms and includes 

concept age and concept frequency as measures of entrenchment. Lexical competition is added to the set of 

predictors
6
. The lectal variables region, register and diachronic period are included in both models. Table 8 

summarizes the predictors for both analyses. 

                                                                 
6
 By excluding necessary anglicisms, the association between the concept age and lexical competition is (though still significant) no longer 

technically harmful. Consequently, both predictors can be included in the analyses. 
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predictor dataset with luxury and necessary loans dataset restricted to luxury loans 

experiential entrenchment concept novelty (luxury vs. necessary) concept age (1-100; >100) 

communicative entrenchment concept frequency concept frequency 

lectal predictors region, register, period region, register, period 

additional predictors concept neutrality, anglicism age,  

speech economy,  

concept neutrality, anglicism age,  

speech economy, lexical competition 

Table 8 - overview predictors 

Both analyses rely on MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES, an inferential statistical technique with four 

benefits over descriptive analyses. First, the model presents significance levels, indicating whether the patterns 

found for the dataset can be extended over the entire population. Second, meaningful interactions between 

predictors can be studied (e.g. revealing a stronger effect for concept frequency for younger loanwords). Third, 

the model presents the effects of all predictors taken together. Finally, one or more random factors can be 

included. 

Opposed to traditional fixed factors (such as those listed in Table 8), the sample of possible values for a 

RANDOM FACTOR is selected randomly from a large population. For example, only two values can be assigned to 

the fixed factor speech economy: "shortest equivalent" and "not shortest equivalent". In contrast, for the 

random factor "anglicisms", our dataset contains 129 different values (backpacker, junkie, bull etc.), but many 

more could be added when rerunning the analyses: the lexemes have been pooled from a larger population of 

anglicisms. When, as is the case in our dataset, several measuring points are included for some or all of the 

attested values of a random factor (cf. Table 4), the random factor has to be included explicitly in the model
7
: 

the observations for the same loanword will undoubtedly be correlated, and this needs to be accounted for 

(Galwey 2006, Baayen 2008, Everitt & Hothorn 2010). As such, the models presented here include both the 

traditional fixed factors listed in Table 8 and the random factor "anglicism". 

anglicism measuring point frequency anglicism concept frequency success rate (%) success rate (odds) 

babysitter Belgian Dutch 

2003-2005 

lower register 

122 831 (122/831) = 0.147 (14.7%) 0.147/(1-0.147) = 0.172 

goalkeeper Belgian Dutch 

2003-2005 

0 5620 (0/5620) = 0 (0%) 0/(1-0) = 0 

                                                                 
7
 As was noted above, our analyses rely on six measuring points per anglicism: one for each subcorpus (cf. Table 4) 
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higher register 

cheerleader Netherlandic Dutch 

1999-2002 

lower register 

160 160 (160/160)= 1 (100%) 1/(1-1) = ERROR 

Table 9 - examples illustrating percentages versus odds 

Before presenting the two mixed effects models, some technical comments need to be made. First, we 

introduced the profile-based success measure as a percentage, as this forms the most intuitive way of 

presenting the calculation (see Table 1). However, as percentages often pose technical problems for linear 

regression analyses
8
, a numeric transformation of the percentages is advised. Specifically, we took the 

logarithmic function of the odds of using English. Odds are p/(1-p), with p being the percentage-based success 

rate presented in Table 1 divided by 100. Table 9 lists some examples of the transformation. 

Second and crucially, because of this transformation to log(odds), measuring points that do not show 

variation (100% or 0% success rate) have to be excluded from the analyses for technical reasons
9
. Of course, 

this means that valuable data are ignored: we are currently looking for ways to include these cases in 

inferential analyses without losing statistical power.  

The dataset including both luxury and necessary anglicisms, but excluding measuring points with 0 or 100% 

success, consists of 662 observations for 109 concepts expressed by 128 English lexemes (cf. Appendix A). The 

dataset only including luxury anglicisms consists of 431 observations for 71 concepts and 80 lexemes. Finally, as 

there are significantly more diagnostic tests to verify the goodness of fit of traditional fixed-effects only models 

than for mixed models, we built such a traditional model before including a random factor. No significant 

problems with the models were found
10

. Hence, we proceeded to a mixed model by including "anglicism" as 

random factor. The available diagnostic tests for mixed models revealed no technical problems
11

.  

                                                                 
8
 As in percentages all values have to be between 0 and 100, their distribution is often skewed, which can cause serious violations of the 

assumptions of least-square regression (cf. Faraway 2005 for more details). 
9
 Log(odds) for anglicisms with 100% cannot be calculated: the chance of lexicalizing the concept is 1, leading to odds 1/(1-1). This entails 

dividing by zero, which is mathematically impossible in standard arithmetic. The log(odds) for 0% success equals negative infinity, a value 

that cannot be included in a linear model. 
10

 Most importantly, the VIF-scores revealed that no multicollinearity occurs in the dataset, and the main assumptions of least squares 

linear regression models (Faraway 2005) hold. However, the tests revealed some indication of heteroscedasticity. Hence, we also modeled 

the data with robust linear regression. As the comparison of the confidence intervals of the coefficients of the traditional and the robust 

model showed significant overlap, it is safe to proceed with the more powerful least squares regression. 
11

 we verified whether the blups (best linear unbiased predictors, i.e. the random effect counterpart of estimates for fixed effects) are 

normally distributed. Shapiro-Wilk tests confirmed normal distribution for all models. 
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3.5 Results: Complete dataset 

Table 10 presents the regression coefficients for the fixed factors in the mixed effects linear regression model 

for the entire dataset (i.e. both luxury and necessary loanwords). The variables significantly contributing to the 

model are concept novelty, concept frequency and speech economy, with the latter significantly interacting 

with the former two. None of the other variables (anglicism age, concept neutrality, region, register and 

diachronic period) reach statistical significance. Hence, they are not included in the model. The diagnostics 

reveal that the model presented in Table 10 is reasonably strong 
12

. 

The predictors in Table 10 are ranked according to their relative importance for explaining the attested 

variation in the success rates of the anglicisms
13

. The ranking reveals the predominance of the entrenchment-

related predictors (concept novelty and concept frequency) in explaining variation in the success of English 

loanwords. However, the interaction of these predictors with speech economy is crucial for interpreting the 

model: the main effects cannot be studied in isolation from the interactions. Given how such interactions are 

difficult to interpret based on numbers alone, we illustrate the results by means of boxplots and scatterplots. 

These plots are based on the success rates of the anglicisms predicted by the regression model) not the success 

rates we observed in our data. The only crucial information that can be found in Table 10 but not in the plots 

concerns the significance of the patterns, which is presented in the final column. The interpretation is 

straightforward: the more stars, the more significant the pattern (*** for p < 0.001; ** for p < 0.01; * for p < 

0.05 and . for borderline statistical patterns with p < 0.1). 

  Estimate Std.Error z-value Pr(>|z|)   

(Intercept) 6.101 1.089 5.604 0.000 *** 

concept novelty-existing concept at TB
14

 -2.976 0.536 -5.555 0.000 *** 

log(concept frequency) -0.740 0.146 -5.062 0.000 *** 

speech economy-anglicism is shortest -5.529 1.802 -3.069 0.002 ** 

log(concept frequency) : speech economy-anglicism is shortest 0.765 0.255 2.998 0.003 ** 

concept novelty-existing concept at TB: speech economy-anglicism is shortest 1.519 0.862 1.763 0.078 . 

Table 10 - mixed effects regression model for all anglicisms 

                                                                 
12

 the reduction in standard deviation around the blups of the fitted model vs. an intercept only model, each of which contain lexeme as 

random variable (see Baayen 2008), is 21.6%. The closer to 100%, the better the variation around the loanwords is captured by the model. 
The adjusted R-squared of the fixed-effects only model is 34.4%. This measure captures the amount of variation explained by the model 

(adjusted for the amount of variables included in the model). If 100%, the model provides a perfect fit for the data. 
13

 Based on an anova of the fixed effects only model 
14

 TB is short for "time of borrowing" 
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 Figure 1 shows the interaction between concept novelty (luxury vs. necessary) and speech economy. The 

left pane of the figure presents the effect of concept novelty for anglicisms which are not the shortest 

lexicalization of the concept (e.g. dandy, with the shorter alternative fat). The right pane shows the effect of 

concept novelty in case the anglicism is the shortest lexicalization of the concept (such as bellboy, which is 

shorter than piccolo). 

 

Figure 1 - interaction between concept novelty and speech economy 

The left pane convincingly demonstrates the expected effect: anglicisms which were introduced in Dutch as 

first lexicalization for a brand-new, unentrenched concept (e.g. workaholic) have a significantly higher success 

rate in our present-day corpus than anglicisms introduced as alternative lexicalization for existing concepts (e.g. 

bull). This pattern is very intuitive and highly expected, but interestingly, we do not find the effect in case the 

anglicism is the shortest lexicalization: the right pane of Figure 1 reveals that, in this case, no significant 

difference can be found between luxury and necessary anglicisms. Put differently, it appears that speech 

economy neutralizes the effect of concept novelty.  

 A very similar pattern can be found when turning to the effect of our measure for communicative 

entrenchment and its interaction with speech economy: Figure 2 presents two scatterplots illustrating the 

success of the anglicisms in relation to the frequency of the concept expressed by the anglicism
15

. Again, the 

left pane shows the effect for cases where the anglicisms is not the shortest of the lexicalizations, and the right 

pane illustrates the effect for cases where the anglicism is the shortest lexicalization for the concept. In both 

                                                                 
15

 Logarithmically transformed to neutralize extremes 
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cases, the dotted line shows the linear relationship between the success of the anglicisms and concept 

frequency (by means of a simple linear regression). 

The left pane of Figure 2 shows the expected inversely proportional relationship between the fitted values 

and concept frequency: as concept frequency goes up, the success of the anglicism goes down. Put differently: 

borrowability drops as entrenchment rises. For example, RESEARCHER is a very frequent concept (70,946 

attestations in the entire corpus), and this is reflected in the very low success rate for researcher (1.3%). In 

contrast, the concept COVERGIRL is very lowly entrenched in the corpus, with only 129 occurrences. In 113 of 

these cases (87.6%), covergirl is the chosen lexicalization: the anglicism is very successful. 

 

Figure 2 - interaction between speech economy and concept frequency 

No such linear relationship can be found on the right pane: concept frequency does not significantly 

influence the fitted values. This means that, just like for concept novelty, the effect of concept frequency is 

neutralized by speech economy: if the anglicism is the shortest of all possible lexicalizations, the impeding 

effect of entrenchment is canceled out. 

Combining the information found in Figure 1 and Figure 2, we arrive at the following conclusion. Both of our 

entrenchment-related predictors are highly important for explaining different degrees of borrowability of the 

anglicisms under scrutiny. As concerns experiential entrenchment, anglicisms introduced to lexicalize new 

concepts are more borrowable than anglicisms introduced to lexicalize existing concepts. As concerns 

communicative entrenchment, borrowability rises as concept frequency drops. However, in both cases, speech 

economy neutralizes the effect of entrenchment: stylistic brevity seems to outweigh cognitive entrenchment. 
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An interesting question is then whether we find similar effects for entrenchment and speech economy when 

excluding the extreme case of necessary loanwords.  

3.6 Results: Restricted dataset 

In the restricted dataset, only luxury anglicisms are included. This has some repercussions on the variables 

included in the model. Concept novelty is no longer included in the model. In turn, lexical competition and 

concept age are part of the analyses. For lexical competition, we are left with a binary distinction between 

anglicisms introduced for concepts with one existing lexicalization (such as bull), and anglicisms introduced for 

concepts with more than one existing lexicalization at the time of borrowing (such as wiseguy). For concept 

age, we also work with a binary distinction, in this case between concepts up to one hundred years old (e.g. 

BULL) and concepts over one hundred years old at the time the loanword is introduced (e.g. LONER). We again 

include concept frequency as a measure of communicative entrenchment, and speech economy, concept 

neutrality, anglicism age, region, register and diachronic period as additional features. 

Table 11 presents the fixed effects for the mixed model (which again includes lexeme as random variable). 

The diagnostics reveal that the model is reasonably strong
16

. Although a number of interactions are included in 

the fixed effects only model, none of these retain significance when the random factor is introduced to the 

model. As such, we do not need to rely on visual representations to interpret the results. Four variables 

contribute significantly to the model: concept frequency, anglicism age, speech economy and concept age. The 

other predictors concept neutrality, region, register, diachronic period and lexical competition do not have a 

significant effect. 

  Estimate Std.Error z-value Pr(>|z|)   

(Intercept) 3.346 1.059 3.160 0.002 ** 

log(concept frequency) -0.680 0.136 -4.998 0.000 *** 

anglicism age-helm1 0.724 0.283 2.555 0.011 * 

anglicism age-helm2 0.268 0.162 1.660 0.097 . 

speecheconomy-anglicism is shortest 1.063 0.482 2.204 0.027 * 

concept age: concept over 100 years at TB -0.866 0.494 -1.751 0.080 . 

Table 11 - mixed effects regression model for anglicisms introduced as alternative lexicalization for existing concepts 

                                                                 
16

 with a reduction in standard deviation around the blups of 22.8% and an adjusted R-squared of 39.0% for the fixed-effects only 

counterpart of the mixed model 
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Again, the order of the variables in Table 11 reflects their importance for explaining variation in the 

borrowability of our anglicisms. In this case, concept frequency is the most important predictor. The negative 

sign of the estimate in Table 11 (second column) reveals a negative correlation between concept frequency and 

borrowability. This means that, like in Table 10, borrowability and concept frequency are inversely 

proportional: the higher the frequency of the concept, the more entrenched the concept is, the lower the 

success of the anglicism (researcher vs. covergirl). The most notable difference with the previous analyses is 

that communicative entrenchment has now become the most important predictor of variation in borrowability. 

Moreover, we no longer find a neutralizing effect of speech economy: the effect of communicative 

entrenchment applies to all our anglicisms. 

 Also in contrast to the model presented in the previous section, we find a significant effect for anglicism 

age. The first line for anglicism age in Table 11 shows the estimated success of anglicisms aged five to twenty-

five years (such as chicken), compared to anglicisms under five years old at the time of measuring (such as 

hacker). The second line compares anglicisms over twenty-five years (e.g. pickpocket) to anglicisms under 

twenty-five years old (chicken or hacker; i.e. the two previous groups taken together)
17

. In both cases, we see a 

positive estimate in the second table, which means that older loanwords have higher success rates than 

younger loanwords. The estimate is higher for the first than for the second group: it is especially very young 

anglicisms such as chicken that need time to settle in. This reveals a possible reason why we did not find an 

effect for anglicism age in the previous section: Table 10 also includes anglicisms lexicalizing a new concept, 

which have the benefit of lexical necessity. Because they fill a lexical gap, they need substantially less time to 

settle in than anglicisms competing with existing lexicalizations. 

 Next, Table 11 shows the effect of speech economy. The positive estimate reveals the expected effect: 

anglicisms that are the shortest lexicalization (bellboy vs. piccolo) have a higher success rate than anglicisms 

that are not the shortest lexicalization of the concept (e.g. dandy vs. fat). In this model, speech economy is 

however not strong enough to cancel out the impeding effect of entrenchment on borrowability. 

 Finally, we find an effect for concept age: anglicisms introduced for concepts over one hundred years old at 

the time of borrowing (e.g. LONER) have lower success rates than anglicisms introduced for concepts under one 

hundred years old at the time of borrowing (e.g. BULL). Put differently: the higher the experiential 

entrenchment, the lower the success of the anglicism. Note that with a p-value of 0.08, the effect is only 

                                                                 
17

 This results from using Helmert-coding for the variable 
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borderline significant and can hence only be considered to illustrate a statistical tendency. However, this 

should not necessarily be interpreted as meaning that experiential entrenchment is relatively unimportant for 

explaining different degrees of borrowability of loanwords. As we stated above, concept age can only be 

considered a very general (and perhaps somewhat flawed) first approximation of experiential entrenchment. 

Taking experiential entrenchment into account when studying the impact of coreness on borrowability remains 

crucial; a challenge for future research is to find an operationalization for experiential entrenchment which is 

less dependent on linguistic information. 

4 Conclusion 

The main aim of this study was to introduce a quantitative, usage-based approach to empirically assess the 

claim that core vocabulary is resistant to borrowing. Specifically, we linked coreness to entrenchment, we 

proposed a concept-based approach to measuring borrowability, and we advocated the use of inferential 

statistical modeling to assess the impact of coreness/entrenchment on borrowability. 

In linking coreness to entrenchment, we introduced a distinction between communicative and experiential 

entrenchment. For communicative entrenchment, we followed the customary usage-based approach of 

measuring entrenchment in terms of usage frequency, with the crucial refinement of focusing on concept 

frequency instead of lexeme frequency. For the measurement of experiential entrenchment, we could only rely 

on concept age as an indirect (and possibly imperfect) indicator: follow-up studies should verify whether 

longitudinal or experimental studies can provide more reliable indications of the degree of experiential 

entrenchment of concepts. 

Other perspectives for future research involve the onomasiological profiles we used to measure the success 

of loanwords. As the case-study we presented focuses on a limited subsection of the lexicon (person reference 

nouns), follow-up studies will have to corroborate whether similar patterns as the ones described above can be 

found for other lexical fields. Examples of lexical fields which could exhibit similarly stable semantic 

relationships are sports terms and clothing terms (Geeraerts et al. 1999) or furniture, food and household 

products (Bednarek 2009).  

Finally and most importantly, the methods presented here rely on well-documented languages and sizeable 

text corpora. This means that the proposed usage-based approach cannot be applied straightforwardly to the 
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type of data typically used in comparative historical linguistics: the thesis that core vocabulary is resistant to 

borrowing is particularly important for comparative historical linguistics, but the type of proof that we have 

offered for the thesis is not open to most researchers in these fields. This means that our results should not be 

overstated: this paper mainly serves as a proof of concept, meant to illustrate the benefits of adopting a usage-

based approach to empirically address questions on core vocabulary, borrowability, and lexical competition 

between native and borrowed forms. However, future research is needed to verify how the usage-based 

approach presented here and traditional comparative historical linguistic analyses can be brought closer 

together. In particular, while the present results provide initial empirical evidence for the correlation of 

coreness and borrowability, the question will be whether the factors underlying that correlation are stable 

across time and languages. 

Even so, the results of the case study demonstrate the applicability of our method to corpus-based research 

on borrowability: the statistical models built for the success of English person reference nouns in Dutch yield 

some promising results concerning the impact of entrenchment on variation between borrowed and native 

lexicalizations. In a first set of analyses, which includes anglicisms introduced for both new and existing 

concepts, we showed how an inversely proportional relationship exists between borrowability and 

communicative and experiential entrenchment. The analyses also revealed an interesting stylistic effect: 

speech economy neutralizes the effect of entrenchment. In a second model, which focuses solely on anglicisms 

introduced as alternative lexicalization for existing concepts, we saw how communicative entrenchment gained 

importance, and was no longer impeded by speech economy. Also, we found individual effects for anglicism 

age and speech economy. The results for experiential entrenchment followed the initial expectations, but were 

only borderline significant (an observation that highlights the importance of exploring additional measures of 

experiential entrenchment). Overall, our results reveal a predominance of entrenchment-related variables in 

explaining variation in the success rates of the loanwords under scrutiny and as such provide empirical, usage-

based support for the claim that core vocabulary is resistant to borrowing. 
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Appendix A: List of concepts 

A list of concepts and their lexicalizations. Concerning the lexicalizations: 

- lexemes in italics do not occur in the corpus 

- underlined anglicisms were introduced as first lexicalization for a new concept 

- the age of the word is listed between brackets. NA means that we did not find the lexeme in the 

consulted sources 

concept Lexicalizations 

babyboomer babyboomer (1988), boomer (1997), geboortegolver (NA) 

babysit babysitter (1949), babysit (1951), kinderoppas (1960) 

backpacker backpacker (1992), rugzakker (1995), rugzaktoerist (1995) 

barman barkeeper (1925), barman (1927), bartender (1927), barbediende (1961) 

bear bear (1914), baissier (1864), baissespeculant (1976), contramineur (1864), beer (1976) 

bellboy bellboy (1945), piccolo (1906) 

bitch bitch (1998), cunt (NA), teef (1526), kreng (1617), feeks (1607), kutwijf (1976), secreet (1904) 

blogger weblogger (2000), blogger (2005) 

borderliner borderliner (1992), borderlinepatiënt (1999) 

broker broker (1911), stockbroker (NA), effectenmakelaar (1844), fondsenhandelaar (1864) 

bull bull (1914), haussier (1864), stier (1976) 

businessman businessman (1909), zakenman (1542) 

callgirl callgirl (1961), luxeprostituee (1996), luxehoer (NA), belprostituee (NA), sekshostess (NA) 

cartoonist cartoonist (1970), cartoontekenaar (1961) 

catcher_bb catcher (1912), achtervanger (1995), vanger (1950), vangman (1970) 

caveman caveman (NA), holbewoner (1824), troglodiet (1864) 

chicken chicken (2000), coward (NA), bangschijterd (NA), schijtlaars (1877), angsthaas (1980), bangerd (1613), 

bangerik (1870), lafaard (1789), bloodaard (1200) 

copycat copycat (1989), nabootser (1600), na-aper (1864) 

copywriter copywriter (1950), tekstschrijver (1950) 

covergirl covergirl (1963), hoezenpoes (1960), omslagmeisje (NA) 

cricketer cricketer (1895), cricketspeler (1865) 

dandy dandy (1832), fat (1807), saletjonker (1715) 

drugsrunner drugsrunner (1999), pusher (1984), gebruiksronselaar (NA), gebruikswerver (NA) 

e-tailer e-tailer (1999), webwinkelier (NA), internetwinkelier (NA) 

foodie foodie (1985), culi (1998) 
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freak_drugs freak (1976), harddrugsgebruiker (1999) 

freak_fan freak (1971), fanaat (1974), fanaticus (1599), fanatiekeling (1950) 

freak_society freak (1975), weirdo (1985), zonderling (1837), excentriekeling (1967) 

fulltimer fulltimer (1976), voltijder (1984), voltijdwerker (1995), voltijdmedewerker (NA), fulltimemedewerker 

(NA) 

gangster gangster (1931), bendelid (1932) 

ghostwriter ghostwriter (1964), schaduwschrijver (1976), nègre (1975), spookschrijver (1979) 

globetrotter globetrotter (1891), wereldreiziger (1826) 

goalgetter goalgetter (1960), goaltjesdief (1984), doelpuntenmachine (1999) 

golfer golfer (1936), golfspeler (1911) 

groundsman groundsman (2005), terreinknecht (1976) 

gunman gunman (1995), hitman (1994), huurmoordenaar (1864), beroepsmoordenaar (1922), bravo (1864) 

hacker hacker (1985), computerkraker (1987) 

handbiker handbiker (NA), rolstoelwheeler (NA), rolstoelfietser (NA) 

hardliner hardliner (1986), extremist (1919), ultra (1820), fundamentalist (1958) 

have-not have-not (1976), bezitloze (1956), berooide (1626), pauper (1875), niet-hebber (NA) 

headhunter headhunter (1984), koppensneller (1976), kaderwerver (NA), kaderjager (NA), breinronselaar (NA) 

hooker hooker (2001), whore (NA), prostituee (1864), hoer (1240) 

hooligan hooligan (1979), voetbalvandaal (1984) 

imagebuilder imagebuilder (NA), imagovormer (NA), imagobouwer (NA), reputatiebouwer (NA), beeldvormer (1975) 

jockey jockey (1811), rijknecht (1838) 

joyrider joyrider (1959), joyrijder (1966), sluikrijder (NA), jatrijder (NA), roofrijder (NA) 

junk_drugs junk (1965), junkie (1965), drugsverslaafde (1976) 

keeper keeper (1914), goalie (1976), goalkeeper (1911), doelman (1914), doelverdediger (1911), doelwachter 

(1924), kiep (1984) 

kidnapper kidnapper (1951), ontvoerder (1422) 

linesman_football linesman (1914), lijnrechter (1976), grensrechter (1909), assistent-scheidsrechter (1999) 

loner loner (1984), eenling (1808), einzelgänger (1977), eenzelvige (1921), eenzaat (1905) 

loser loser (1989), mislukkeling (1899) 

marketeer marketeer (1989), marketingman (1975), markt(des)kundige (NA), markstrateeg (NA), marketier (NA), 

marktanalist (1995), marktonderzoeker (1972) 

merchandiser merchandiser (1975), verkoopadviseur (NA), verkoopstrateeg (NA) 

motherfucker motherfucker (1989), asshole (1990), klootzak (1924), lul (1678), smeerlap (1617), rotzak (1658) 

moviestar moviestar (NA), filmster (1926) 

nanny nanny (NA), kinderjuffrouw (1865) 

nigger nigger (2005), nikker (1828), neger (1602), zwartjoekel (1984) 

outcast_soc outcast (1840), paria (1726), vertrappeling (1813), verworpene/-eling (1562), uitgestotene (1870), 

verschopte/-eling (1810), verstotene/-eling (1588) 

outfielder outfielder (2005), verrevelder (1984), buitenvelder (1999) 

outlaw outlaw (1870), vogelvrijverklaarde (1810) 

parttimer parttimer (1971), deeltijder (1984), deeltijdwerker (1984), deeltijdmedewerker (NA), 

parttimemedewerker (NA) 

pickpocket pickpocket (1895), zakkenroller (1781), escomateur (1911) 

pimp pimp (2005), pooier (1413), souteneur (1877), bikker (1924) 

pin-up pin-up (1949), playmate (1989), prikkelpop (1970), prikkelpoes (NA), punaisepoes (NA) 

pitcher pitcher (1958), werper (1856) 

quizmaster quizmaster (1961), quizleider (1961), quizvoorzitter (NA) 

quizzer quizzer (NA), quizspeler (NA), quizdeelnemer (NA), quizkandidaat (NA) 
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redhead redhead (NA), roodharige (1846), rooie (1931) 

researcher researcher (1961), onderzoeker (1240), vorser (1914), navorser (1772) 

roadie roadie (1984), roadmanager (1971), tourneeassistent (NA), tourneetechnicus (NA) 

royaltywatcher royaltywatcher (2002), hofverslaggever (NA), hofkenner (NA), royaltyverslaggever 

(2005),vorstenhuisdeskundige (NA) 

scriptgirl scriptgirl (1940), regieassistente (1984) 

scriptwriter scriptwriter (1990), scriptschrijver (1990), scenarist (1980), scenarioschrijver (1980) 

shareholder shareholder (NA), aandeelhouder (1848), participant (1807), actionaris (1864) 

shopaholic shopaholic (NA), koopverslaafde (NA) 

showgirl showgirl (NA), revuemeisje (1950) 

shrink shrink (1989), zielenknijper (1862), psych (2005 

skinhead skinhead (1982), skin (1984) 

sniper sniper (1989), sluipschutter (1937), scherpschutter (1816) 

snowboarder snowboarder (1999), sneeuwplankglijder (NA), plankskiër  (NA), sneeuwplanker (NA) 

songwriter songwriter (1985), songschrijver (1996), liedjesschrijver (1936) 

soulmate 

soulmate (2001), zielsgenoot (1921), zielsvriend (1709), zielsverwant (1851), hartsvriend (1616), 

boezemvriend (1274) 

speechwriter speechwriter (NA), toesprakenschrijver (NA), redeschrijver (NA) 

spindoctor spindoctor (1997), spindokter (1997), mannetjesmaker (1999) 

stalker stalker (1997), dwangvolger (NA) 

starlet starlet (1963), sterretje (1982) 

streaker streaker (1974), flitser (NA) 

survivor_courage survivor (NA), overlever (2006), doorzetter (1726), volhouder (1806) 

survivor_expedit survivor (NA), overlever (1999) 

survivor_literal survivor (NA), overlevende (1841), overlever (NA) 

survivor_metaph survivor (NA), overlever (1999) 

tailor tailor (1911), kleermaker (1200), snijder (1301), tailleur (1824) 

teamplayer teamplayer (1986), teamspeler (1971, samenwerker (1916), groepsspeler (NA) 

teenager teenager (1955), tiener (1959) 

tomboy tomboy (1979), jongensmeisje (2005) 

trader trader (2005), beurshandelaar (1995) 

trainee trainee (1957), stagiair (1911) 

trendwatcher trendwatcher (1998), trendspotter (NA), trendvolger (1999), trendwaarnemer (NA) 

troubleshooter troubleshooter (1971), probleemoplosser (1997) 

trucker trucker (1984), vrachtrijder (1815), truckchauffeur (1995), vrachtwagenchauffeur (1965) 

tutor tutor (1976), repetitor (1786), studiebegeleider (1972), studieadviseur (1984) 

twen twen (1960), twintiger (1810) 

understudy understudy (1964), doublure (1864) 

warlord warlord (1970), krijgsheer (1557) 

webmaster 

webmaster (1996), webbeheerder (NA), webmeester (NA), webstekbeheerder (NA), websitebeheerder 

(NA) 

winger_soccer winger (NA), vleugelspeler (1909), buitenspeler (1948) 

wiseguy wiseguy (1978), betweter (1600), wijsneus (1670), pedant (1644) 

workaholic workaholic (1984), werkverslaafde (1995), arbeidsmaniak (NA) 

Appendix B: Consulted dictionaries for aging nouns 

Sources with aging for first attestation 
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1. Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal (WNT). Consulted via the online search module (on the website of the Institute for Dutch 

Lexicography, www.inl.nl). 

2. Oudnederlands Woordenboek. Consulted via the online search module of WNT. 

3. Vroegmiddelnederlands Woordenboek. Consulted via the online search module of WNT. 

4. Middelnederlandsch Woordenboek. Consulted via the online search module of WNT. 

5. Chronologisch Woordenboek (Nicoline Van der Sijs) (Amsterdam: Veen). Consulted edition: 2002. 

6. Van Dale Etymologisch Woordenboek (P.A.F. Veen and Nicoline Van der Sijs) (Utrecht: Van Dale Lexicografie). Consulted editions: 

1989, 1997. 

7. The Digital Library of Dutch Literature (dbnl.org) 

 

Descriptive dictionaries in various editions 

8. Van Dale Groot Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal (Utrecht: Van Dale Lexicografie). Consulted editions: 1864, 1914, 1924, 1950, 

1961, 1976, 1984, 1995, 1999, 2005. 

9. Wolters/Koenen Woordenboek Nederlands. Consulted editions: 1911, 1931, 1966, 1976, 1986, 1999. 

 

Neologism dictionaries 

10. Woordenboek van neologismen: 25 jaar taalaanwinsten. 1999. (edited by Marc De Coster) (Amsterdam: Contact). 

11. Signalement van nieuwe woorden. 1975. (Riemer Reinsma) (Amsterdam: Elsevier). 

12. Neologismen. 1984. (Riemer Reinsma) (Utrecht, Spectrum). Consulted editions: 1984, 1999. 

13. Nieuwe woorden: verklarend en verhalend woordenboek van modern taalgebruik. 1975. (Maarten J.L. Van Nierop) (Hasselt: 

Heideland-Orbis). 

14. De taal van het jaar. Nieuwe woorden en uitdrukkingen. (Ewoud Sanders) (Amsterdam: Veen). Consulted editions: 2000, 2001. 

 

Dictionaries for foreign words 

15. Algemeen woordenboek of Nederlandsche tolk voor vreemde woorden en uitdrukkingen om ieder die iets leest of hoort, dat hij niet 

begrijpt, te huis-op reis-overal dadelijk de juiste beteekenis en verklaring te geven. 1864. (Servaas De Bruin) (Utrecht: Van der Post). 

16. Bastaardwoordenboek. 1895. (Jan Broeckaert) (Gent: Siffer). 

17. De Franse woorden in het Nederlands: alfabeties register. 1920. (Salverda de Grave) (Amsterdam: Müller). 

18. Wolters Woordwijzer Vreemde Woorden. 1986. (Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff). 

19. Prisma Nederlands: Vreemde Woorden. 1997. (A. Kolsteren) (Utrecht: Spectrum). 

20. Barbarismenwoordenboek: hoe Nederlands is uw Nederlands nog? 2001. (Bas Hageman) (Amsterdam: Veen). 

 

Anglicism works 

21. Engelse invloed op de Nederlandse Woordvoorraad. 1951. (Cornelis C.G. De Vooys) (Amsterdam: North-Holland). 

22. English in the Netherlands: a study in linguistic infiltration. 1964. (Reinard W. Zandvoort) (Groningen: Wolters). 

23. A description of a corpus of anglicisms. 1986. (Jan Posthumus) (Groningen: Anglicistisch Instituut). 
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24. Peptalk en pumps: Engels woordgebruik in de Nederlandse taal. 1989. (Rik Smits & Liesbeth Koenen) (Amsterdam: Rap). 

25. Oneliners and soundbites: de onstuitbare opmars van het Nederengels. 2001. (Emile Bode) (‘s Gravenhage: BZZTôH). 

 

Normative works 

26. Wegwijzer: cumulatief register op taalzuiverings- en taalbeheersingsuitgaven. 1986. (Guido Geerts & Willy Smedts). (Leuven: KUL. 

Department of Linguistics). This work serves as an index to the following books: 

27. Taalprikjes. 1: ABC voor talenkennis. 1969. (Annie Van Avermaet & Fons Fraeters) (Brussel: Reinaert). 

28. Verzorgd taalgebruik. 1977. (Paul Buyse & Willy Penninckx) (Kortrijk-Heule: UGA). 

29. Nijhoffs Zuidnederlands woordenboek. 1981. (Walter de Clerck) (’s Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff). 

30. Standaard gids voor goed Nederlands. 1981. (Paul Cockx) (Antwerpen: Standaard). 

31. Verzorgde schooltaal: een naslag- en oefenboekje over schooltermen in het ABN ten dienst van toekomstige onderwijskrachten. 

1967. (L. Geysels & L. Scheer) (Leuven: Wolters). 

32. Onze Taal. (Jan Grauls) (Hasselt: Heideland). Consulted editions: 1960, 1962. 

33. Taal-cocktail. Taalkundige kroniekjes. 1966. (Jan Grauls) (Hasselt: Heideland) 

34. Goed Nederlands in Handel en Economie. 1961. (Jan Grauls, Robert Roemans & Hilda Van Assche) (Hasselt: Heideland) 

35. Correcte rechtstaal: kleine gids voor goed taalgebruik in recht en bestuur. 1982. (Jozef Van Haver) (Brussel: Swinnen). 

36. Hoe zeg en schrijf ik het? 1972. (Hendrik Heidbuchel) (Hasselt: Heideland) 

37. Correct Nederlands voor alledag. 1972. (Hendrik Heidbuchel) (Antwerpen: Heideland-Orbis). 

38. Goed Nederlands in het onderwijs. 1972. (Hendrik Heidbuchel & J. Van Weverberg) (Antwerpen: Heideland-Orbis). 

39. Germanismen in het Nederlands. 1978. (Siegfried Theissen) (Hasselt: Heideland-Orbis). 

 


